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Wrought Iron and Brass Bed Co. 
Hand made in Norfolk, Guaranteed to last a lifetime

Lifetime Guarantee
Our beds come with a lifetime guarantee, meaning if there is a fault or break we will replace the part free of charge.  The 
guarantee does not cover against general wear and tear, chips, misuse or tarnishing.

Tarnishing
All our fi nials are hand turned from authentic brass.  Therefore, over time it shall start to tarnish and create that beautiful 
heritage look.  Tarnishing is a natural process and therefore, your brass work may not tarnish evenly.  As our brass is 
un-lacquered, it can be cleaned using good quality brass cleaner. 

Handling
Our beds are heavy and we recommend they are handled by two people or more.  Please take care when handling or 
moving, as careless handling may cause damage or injury. 

Care Guidelines
Dust with dry cloth.  Furniture polish maybe used on iron work only, when sprayed onto a cleaning cloth fi rst. 

Delivery
Delivery and assembly is included in the price of your purchase. We will deliver and assemble in a room of your choice, 
and remove packaging.  Estimated lead time is 6-8weeks.

Every effort has been made to show the items on this card as accuratley as possible. 
*All dimensions are approximate.

Welcome to the world of the Wrought Iron and Brass Bed 
Company.  We are a family run company, who have been 

hand crafting iron beds for over a decade.

All our beds are hand crafted by us, in our very own 
workshop, situated on the Royal Estate of Sandringham.

Hand crafted from Iron and fi nished with authentic brass 
fi nials and sand-casted iron feet.  Our beds are made to 

stand the test of time and meet the highest levels of quality.  
Approved and certifi ed by The Guild of Master Craftsmen.

With our own delivery team, your bed shall be assembled 
in the room where required and we shall remove all the 
packaging.  Helping offer a quality service, to match the 

quality of our beauitfully hand crafted beds.
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Bed Bases... sleep in extra comfort
As standard all our beds come with a Scandinavian pine slatted base.  However, sometimes we all like that little extra 
comfort and our range of bed bases offer just that.

Unsprung Bed Base
Upholstered in a traditional butcher’s stripe fabric, our 
un-sprung bed base shall give your mattress a firmer feel.

Available in double,  kingsize,  super kingsize. 
Upgrade your base from £295

Sprung Bed Base
Upholstered in a traditional butcher’s stripe fabric and 
featuring a shallow layer of springs.  Our Sprung bed base 
shall give your mattress a softer feel.

Available in double,  kingsize,  super kingsize. 
Upgrade your base from £419

Victoria, Iron & Brass Bed
Featuring a sweeping brass bar and hand turned brass 
finials.  Victoria is simple, timeless and wonderfully 
heritage in design.

Available in double,  kingsize,  super kingsize. 
from £999

Albert, Iron & Brass Bed
Featuring a solid brass top bar and hand turned brass 
finials.  Albert encompasses a traditional Victorian iron 
bed design, which is wonderfully nostalgic. 

Available in double,  kingsize,  super kingsize.  
from £999

George, Iron & Brass Bed
Our flag ship bedstead…  George is beautifully hand crafted, down to the finest of details. 

With hand milled brass bars, decorated with hand turned brass finishing, George offers that level of luxury and 
grandeur to your bedroom.

Available in double,  kingsize,  super kingsize. 
from £2,495 

Bedstead Sizing Guide*
Double  135cm - W:145 L:198 H:128 
King Size  150cm - W:158 L:208 H:128 

Super King  180cm - W:188 L:208 H:128


